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IMMORTALITY AND SCIENCE.

one place

It appears as though the problem of immortality

had

be solved anew

to

How

every generation.

bj'

as yet been given.

tion.

Before the court of science the

"Man

the e.xpression of a

It is

is

!"

is

which they cannot

it is

it is

a strong

the most religious,

teaching and

It is

How

live.

who was devoting

to philosophical studies.

the leisure of his old age

Having explained some

of his

doubts concerning the immortality of the soul
and having rejected at the same time the arguments
that are generally brought forth against this belief, he
scientific

adds these

thrilling

words

Granted that the belief in immortality is a legitimate
it may be a postulate and an indispensable
condition of our religious life, 3'et as long as it remains
the mere expression of a sentiment, it is one-sided and

However, the unbeliever's answer, which so often
is no less one-

boasts of being the voice of science,

And

the denial of immortality

is

religiously not

so heterodox as most unbelievers suppose, for

been forestalled
"
that

I

in

my

said in

the Biblical sentence of

it

themselves are beasts.

has

Solomon

heart concerning the estate of the sons of

manifest them,* that they might

God might

see. that

:

men
they

For that which befalleth the sons of men

even one thing befalleth them as the one dieth,
so dieth the other yea they have all one breath so that a man
hath no pre-eminence above a beast for all is vanity. All go unto
befalleth beasts

;

:

The Hebrew Ukaram ha Etokim

Septuaginta, oTl

The sense
them, but

is
it

:

I

more correctly translated in the
iianpivn avTOV( 6 l^EOf " that God will distinguish them."
pondered on the nature of men, whether God distinguishes

appears that they are beasts.

Single Copii

Dollari

per Year.
5,

5 Cts.

turn unto dust again." Solo-

quotation that either side of

this

quite biblical.

is

*
*

*

:

"

Hast immortality in mind
Wilt thou thy reasons give?
'

—The most important reason is
We can't

The

without

it

live."

of paramount impormoral motive.
It is perhaps the
most powerful moral motive man has, and it is of great
importance because if man regulates his life as if he
were immortal, he will survey a larger field than if he
limits his interests to the narrow' span of his own indibelief in immortality

tance because

vidual

it is

is

a

In other words, the belief in immortality

life.

men

to adapt themselves more
organism of mankind it makes
On this account it has been
their life more moral.
proposed Let us foster the belief in immortality among
the masses, although it may be untenable as a scientific
is

useful

it

;

induces

fully to the great social

;

;

This proposition has been called a pia

name invented

is

for its justification,

fraits

—

and the pious fraud

method has sometimes received more credit than it
deserves.
Is it necessary to add that pious fraud
should be denounced as immoral and objectionable
under
If,

all

circumstances?

however, the belief

in

immortality

is

indeed use-

must contain a truth. A falsity
niaj' be useful once or twice, or a hundred times, but
it cannot be useful in the long run, for centuries and
The belief that death is no finality and
millenniums.
that man shall live again, which so generally prevails
in all our many churches and religious societies contains a truth in spite of the apparent and undeniable
counter-truth that man is " like grass which groweth
up in the morning it flourisheth, and groweth up
in the evening it is cut down and withereth. " [Psalm
ful, I

maintain that

it

;

;

xc, 5-6.]

What

;

;

;

*

appears from

Goethe says

;

insufficient.

sided.

Two

I

conception.

:

"I am now seventy-four years old, but instead of growing
more cheerful and assured, the reverse has been the case. AccordWhether
ingly my present state of soul is lamentable and pitiful.
I shall end my life in distraction and insanity or in confidence in
myself and God, I cannot say."

sentiment

It

the question

all

I

18-20.

iii,

relig-

a holy hope without
deep the roots of this
sentiment are buried in many souls will be seen from
the following extract from a letter which I received from
a well educated gentleman whose life has been spent in

the most sacred sentiment.

in Eccl,

are of the dust, and

a

quite legitimate,

many people

sentiment, and to

all

;

1891.

19,

mere assersentiment, and we may

shall live again

grant that the sentiment

mon

often

has the question "When a man dies shall he live
again ?" been answered in the affirmative as well as in
the negative? But it appears that a final answer has not
ious answer

JOURNAL,

is this

truth?

Has

science, especially through

its

latest great truth, the doctrine of

evolution, shed any

new light upon the problem? and
new conception of immortality as

the discovery of

if it

it

has,

what

is

the

appears from the standpoint of the evolutionist?
This magazine has been founded mainly for the

:
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may

purpose of throwing light upon the idea of immortahty.
The founder and publisher of this magazine has repeatedly expressed his view on the subject. We quote
from his articles in The Open Court the following perti-

fear

deeper insight into the nature of the soul is furnished by
an erroneous conception of its individuality is
The souls of
destroyed, but its immortality is given back to us.
posterity,

;

shown,

will

be the further evolved souls of

men

of

to-day.

Modern psychology has been

called a psychology without a

Nothing but the bad egotistical part
of the soul-conception has been destroyed, the barrier between
our soul and that of our fellow-beings, and also the barrier between
each of us and the great continuous All has been removed." (No.
This

soul.

I.

is

groundless

a great error.

had died and another man was formed of living
the atoms were in the same relative position
as in me he would be my continuance, he would be the same man
he would
that I am, as I am the same man that I was yesterday
know all I know, he would feel as I do, would act as I do under
the same circumstances, would give the same answer to the same
question he would have the same character, the same conscience,
the same morals, he would have my soul.
We can preserve and elevate the soul of the present generaTo preserve and to elevate the quality of
tion and of posterity.
'

'

imagine

I

I

organised

;

life

From

may

die

the surface of our planet

off.

;

many

yet

declare that

•

the

soul, that is the basis of ethics."

15, p. 396.)

the mightiest instigation to such a preservation of the

soul seems to

me

up ourselves."

to

be the conviction that we thereby again build

(No. 127, p. 2068.)

question of immortality

The

(No.

is

not beyond the pale

not only our right to investigate
whether man's instinctive longing for a continued existence is justified, it is also our duty to attain to clearscience.

It

is

ness concerning one of the most important and basic
problems of psychology, and also of ethics. Also of
ethics!

For the immortality idea forms the centre

ethical questions.

moral action.

It

of all

affords the strongest motive to

Indeed what

is

morality else but the

regulation of our actions with an outlook beyond the
grave, it is a building up not only sufficient to hold for

our life-time, but for eternity.
*

chance

All living beings have a dread of annihilation

;

;

There
tion.

A

certain combination ceases to exist in this form

changes into other forms. Being exists, it
and it cannot be annihilated. Not-being
Not-being is a
does not exist and will never exist.
There
nonentity, a mere fancy of our imagination.
is no reason whatever for anything that exists to fear
annihilation. We may dread change, but we need not

because

it

eternal,

dread annihilation.
Our dread of losing consciousness is not justified.
We lose consciousness every night in sleep, and it is

most beneficial recreation

to us.

is

generally supposed that be-

seems to be little
proving the persistence of personality.

for

Nevertheless, there

is

a truth

The

boiling water

even

in the idea of the

the most important aspect of the
That the individual features of our
souls are preserved has been proved by evolution.
Evolution takes a higher view of life. It considers the
whole race as one and recognises the continuity of life
tate to say that

it is

immortality idea.

in the different generations.

Humanity

lives

and the individual

humanity

is

corporated in a distinct and special form.

in-

Humanity

continues to live in spite of the bodily deaths of the

—

and truly it continues to live in the disand special, in the personal and most individual
forms of the individuals. Bodies pass away, but their
forms are preserved and their souls are here still. The
preservation of experience from generation to generaindividuals
tinct

is

the

condition

of

intellectual
is

tutes the very personality of
gress.
its

The

growth.

contained in and consti-

man

is

the basis of pro-

In one word the immortality of the soul

makes

higher evolution possible.

Evolution teaches a new conception of the

Being can never change into not-being.

annihilation only in the sense of dissolu-

is

it

preservation of the individual soul, and we do not hesi-

tion,

everything that exists has a tendency to continue its
existence and it will continue to exist, for there is no
annihilation.

and

of preservation

preservation of that which

*

;

them

fore the tribunal of science there

'

human
"And

gives no satisfaction to

it

unless their persons are included in the general law

;

a

its

life is indestructible, it is immortal.
This truth has been maintained again and again

eternal

him

;

is

But

nature will again change the vapor

p. 21.)

matter, so that in

of

;

Our solar system may
crumble away into world dust, but what is that in the
immeasurable whirl of suns? There are other parts of
the milky way in which new worlds are forming themselves, and we have sufficient reasons to believe that the
tide of life ebbs and swells in the whole universe not
otherwise than autumn and spring change alternately
in the northern and southern hemisphere on this planet
of ours, not otherwise than waking and sleeping, activity and rest, day and night change in our lives. The
single forms of life can be destroyed, but life remains
all

"A

it is

be afraid of being changed into vapor.
is

into drops of water.

nent passages
modern psychology

COURT.

soul.

destroys the old-fashioned idea of an individual.

shows that the birth

of an individual so called

is

It

It

not

new beginning, but it is only a new start of prior
The baby which is born to-day is a product of
the sum total of the activity of its ancestors from the
moment organised life first appeared upon earth. And

a

life.

organised

cosmic

life,

life

what

else

is it

but a special form of the

that animates the whole universe?

What is man's

soul but his perceptions and thoughts,

and his impulses which
under certain circumstances make him act in a certain
In short, man's soul is the organised totality of
way.
his

desires,

his

aspirations

THE OPEN
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his ideas and ideals.
These ideas and ideals of man
have been formed in his brain through experience
which is transmitted from generation to generation,
and in preserving them we preserve the human soul.

giving action to the utmost reach of the great

Man's soul is not the matter of which he consists
moment. Man's soul is that particular activity of his which we call his thoughts and motives.
So far as our brother has the same thoughts and the
same motives, he has also the same soul and since

that something in

at a certain

;

the doctrine of evolution has

become

a truth recog

we can with a deeper meaning repeat
saw of the Hindoo sages, " Tat ttvam asi

nised by science,
the ancient

That

—

thou." All living creatures are ourselves

art

;

they

wave whose

crest

you

sometimes were!

The

preservation of the special and most individ-

ual contents of man's personality, the preservation of

him which he regards as the best
and most valuable part of him is the strongest motive
for moral action. Even an unclear idea of the immortality of the soul is therefore better and truer than the
And this is the main reason why the
flat denial of it.
churches survived in the struggle for existence against
those people who looked upon death as an absolute
finality. The ethics and ethical motives of the churches

come nearer

the truth than the ethics of those

who

be-

are in possession of souls like ourselves, and the

lieve that the death of the individual ends all of the

they feel and think and act like ourselves,

individual,

have

the}'

It is

more
the more

soul.

*

Here

true that from this standpoint our souls are not

something exclusively our own, they are not, as it
were our private property. Our souls are in part inherited and in part implanted into us by education.

The former

part consists chiefly of our physical con-

and general disposition, the latter part embracing our thoughts and ideals is by far the most important one it represents the highest and most human
stitution

;

elements

body and

our souls.

our souls.

of

There

is

accordingly a truth in the Buddhistic

who

might

I

rest

^

my

case.

*

But

I

feel that

those

attach to the belief in immortality the idea of a

transcendent existence in some kind of heaven, are
disappointed because I have not as they suppose,
touched the most vital point of the subject. I grant
that from their standpoint,

I

am

guilty of this mistake.

have tried to state the positive
view of the problem and not its negative aspect.
Immortality means the continuance of life after

The reason

death

is

that

I

continuance means a further duration of the

;

you mean by immortality, the

soul's

doctrine of a pre-existence and migration of souls.

present state.

And

existence in the shape of a bodiless ghost, you should
Our expefirst prove the existence of bodiless ghosts.

this truth holds

Soul

the future.

is

good

for the past as well as for

not an essence, but a certain kind

form of impulses, on the
one hand conditioned by innumerable experiences of
the past
"inherited memory " it has been called by
physiologists and on the other hand conditioning
in its turn the future.
This latter fact, viz. that our
of activity

;

is

it

a certain

—

—

present soul-life

is

conditioning the future,

it

will at

once be understood, is the most important ethical
truth.
It must be borne in mind when we are about
to

act, that

every act of ours continues in

The

quences.

act

may be

its

conse-

unimportant, and the con-

sequences may be unimportant too, nevertheless it
continues with the same necessity as that every cause
has its effect.
Death is no finality, and we must not form our rules
of conduct to accord with the idea that the exit of our
individual

the end of all.
Says
" The Unseen Universe "

W.

life is

in his essay

K. Clifford

rience

If

knows only

organisms

in their

of souls

which are the

awareness of

self.

activity of

You cannot

pre-

serve what you do not have, and you should not worry
about losing something you never possessed in fact
;

you cannot lose it. If immortality of the soul means
an existence as pure spirit, this would not be a continuance of

life after

death, but the

new

creation of an

mere possibility of
whose existence we can form no more a conception than
about an immaterial world in which there would be no
entirely different being about the

display of forces.

What

is

the use of racking our brains

as to whether an ethereal world can exist and what
comfort can we derive from a belief in its possibility?

The

old view of " the resurrection of the

body

" as

has been worded in the apostolic creed, is certainly
more in agreement with modern science and with the
doctrine of evolution, than the later belief of a purely
it

:

spiritual immortality.
"

The

soliiier

who rushes on death does

not

know

it

tion
in thought he lives and marches on with the army, and
The martyr canleaves with it his corpse upon the battle field.
not think of his ow-n end because he lives in the truth he has proclaimed with it and with mankind he grows into greatness through
;

;

new

and wrong.
who have loved and labored
yourselves not for yourselves but for the universal folk, in your time
not for your time only but for the coming generations, for you there
shall be life as broad and far-reaching as your love, for you life-

ever

victories over falsehood

For you, noble and great

ones,

*

as extinc-

*

*

me add

here a few words in answer to the
anxiety of the old philosopher who finds himself on the
verge of despair because his hope in an unbroken con-

Let

tinuance of his consciousness after death somewhere in
an unknown cloudland finds little or no support in
The scientist, the philosopher, the thinker,
science.

should never trouble himself about the results to which

:
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his inquiries lead.

A

tion of favorite ideas,

not

mean

to say that

man who wants his
who hopes for a verifica-

Goethe whose view

sentimental

preconceived views proved,
is

not

be a thinker.

to

fit

sentiment

is

do

I

COURT.

it

"

No being into naught can fall,
The eternal liveth in them all.
In all-existence take delight—becausf

Existence

Which

Truth often appears to destroy our ideals. But
whenever it does destroy an ideal, it replaces it by
something greater and better. So certain features of
bunal of science

taught by science,

is

is

surely not less sublime, not less

grand and elevating than the old one.

teaches us

It

eternal

;

and

iixed laws

thrill the All in glo

;

measures

THE PRINCE OF WALES.
BY MONCURE

D.

CONWAY.

In the Library of the British

tri-

yet the idea of immortality which

;

is

the

requires faith in truth.

the old immortality idea are untenable before the

was an harmonious and

in the following lines

not right, but that

sentimentaHty is wrong. It is not right that sentiment
Thinking
should perform the function of thinking.
requires courage and faith,

of life

consistent monism, expresses his belief in immortality

book

old

Young

entitled

Prince,

:

till

Museum

there

is

an

"Directions for the Education of a
Seven Years of Age. Which will

serve for the Governing of Children of

all

Conditions.

that exists, but a

Translated out of French by Pierre du Moulin, the

continuance even of that which constitutes our personal

Younger. London, 1673." The following sentence,
from a chapter on "Pride," is a fair sample of the
work. " Let him learn that because he is a Prince he
must be humble if he is born to be a King, he is born
to be a great Servant, and that he has need to subdue
those by humility and kindness that must one day be

not only a general persistence of
individual

all

life.

In looking around and studying the facts of

we

we can everywhere improve

find that

life,

the state of

no place in the world where there is
no chance for improvement, for useful work, for progress.
Yet there is no chance whatever for improving
things

;

there

is

the cosmical conditions of the world, the order of the

And

universe, or the laws of nature.
for

man that

truly

it

is

good

he cannot interfere here, because he could

Dominion is
never succeed with his improvements.
given to man over the whole creation, but his dominion
ceases where the divinity of nature, the unchangeable,
the eternal, the unalterable, of cosmic existence begins.

;

subject to his authority."

Last year,

after finding this

there

is

a

God

immoral, but confidence in

in the sense that the

unalterable laws of nature just as they are, are best for

us and for everything that exists, and that

is

it would
on our part to wish them to be different,
a great truth, and belief in it is no superstition
it

is

true religion,

be mere

folly

;

it

is

the faith of the scientist, of the

philosopher, of the thinker

The

;

it

is

mortality would be possible only
of

our trust

in truth.

idea of a purely spiritual, a transcendent im-

Jahveh,

if

the revelation of

if

the

God

name and being
in the reality of

nature were either a great sham, a lie on his part, or a
huge error on our part. The view that nature is unreal and that outside of this great cosmos of ours exists another and purely spiritual world is called dualism. There are no facts in experience to support dualism or a dualistic immortality.
However, the idea of
an immanent immortality is based upon facts demonstrable by science. It is an undeniable truth
undeniable even by the dualist, who in addition to it believe^
in a purely spiritual immortality somewhere beyond

—

the skies.

I

was con-

W. Newman,
which he gave me leave to

who

related an anecdote

While

use.

a Professor in University College,

Lon-

don, he was invited with other eminent educators to

dine at the house of a Cabinet Minister.

Something

being said at table about the importance of educating
the Princes, the Minister said,

God, it is this something "that is as it
is," expressed by Moses in the word "Jahveh." Confidence in God, if it means that we expect him to attend to that which can be done by ourselves is highly
If

old book,

versing with the venerable Professor F.

"I cannot agree with

you our Princes need no education except how to
amuse themselves." I withhold the name of the Minister, who is not living
but he was a good liberal,
and I have heard somewhat similar opinions from socalled "radicals" in England.
Between the book on the education of Princes,
and the Minister's declaration that they are better
without it, stretch two centuries with their revolutions
and evolutions, which brought about the bizarre conditions of English self-government. George the Third's
mother instructed him daily, "Be a king!" That
moral and religious king, who despised amusement,
lost for his country the greater part of its domain, and
bound his subjects in chains, which only began to break
when George the Fourth left politics for pleasure.
The English republic has been developed under the
long reign of a Queen who renounced politics as unbecoming her sex, but the regime has yet to undergo
;

;

the ordeal of kingship.

The

secret of Napoleonic despotism

the people amused.

If

they not keep their king amused

Wales would appear

was

to

keep

the people would rule must
?

The Prince

of

have accepted the situation.
He has kept out of politics, and lived a life of pleasure.
But apparently the English Nonconformists are
to

THE
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not satisfied unless he takes their pleasures instead of
his own. They have made a great ado about his cardplaying,

— a general
—

amusement among the gentry

of

England, and talked of abolishing the throne. The
Prince of Wales, however, is no fool, and he has utilised the editorial enterprise of a Nonconformist spokes-

man

remind the country of the position in which it
places an heir to the throne, and suggest a limit to
to

their authority over him.

Before considering Mr. William T. Stead's important article on the Prince {Review of Reviews, August,)
I

hasten to note his denial of the wide-spread belief

word

that the Prince broke his

the charge

made

ming.

a

In

recent paper of

"Communal

Court, on

honor by revealing

of

against Sir William

mine

Gordon-CumThe Open

in

Ethics," the indifference of

when

mitted

direct testimony

a law court act?

'

'

did not

my

is

satisfaction

to

know

that

denial.

It

would be

a

the Prince did not this

wrong, but Mr. Stead's denial does not relieve him.

Somebody
to keep.

revealed the secret which
All

not reveal

it,

of his friends

all

had promised

have declared under oath that they did
If he is acquitted one

except the Prince.
at

Tranby Croft

is

liable to a suspicion

of adding perjury to the dishonorable disclosure.
is

It

conceivable that the secret leaked out through a

servant, but the Prince ought not to be content with a

merely imaginable alternative. According to Mr. Stead,
trial, keenly felt the imputation

the Prince, during the

him by the oaths which relieved the others,
and " appealed to his counsel to be allowed to re-enter
the witness box" and rebut the same. "The Prince's
urgent application was overruled, and so the trial came
to a close without any opportunity being afforded him
On this it must be reof clearing up the suspicion."
marked, (i) The unwillingness of the Prince's counsel
looks as if he feared a cross-examination on this point,
and rather increases the suspicion (2) If the Prmce
felt the imputation so keenly he might easily have
cast on

;

added a denial of it when apologising, through a mem"
ber of the government, for his " error of judgment
in not reporting

(3)

The

Cumming

to his

commanding

Prince's "opportunity"

end with the

trial

;

it still

for

remains

;

officer

;

denial did not

no oath

is

neces-

he did
not reveal that which his honor was pledged to keep
sary, but simply his personal declaration that

secret.*

Mr. Stead having

summoned

the public to judge

the matter cannot have his vicarious testimony ad*

On

this point

See Notes.

The Open Court disagrees from

its

honored contributor.

How would

before the judge.

it.
The judge can only say,
" As B. is here to speak for himself, but remains silent,
your highest authority is insufficient to convict A. of
both the offence and perjury." That Mr. Stead's authority is not the Prince is shown by the fact that elsewhere he quotes the Prince's private talk in quotation
marks, which are not used on this point. But even had
he given the Prince as his authority it would be inadequate because irresponsible, and liable to a suspicion of misunderstanding, as against the formal and
responsible disclaimers of those whose characters are

equally involved.

remains unaffected, as the indifference

accessible.

come

saying that B. did not do

what he had a right to do, to this dishonorable action, was cited in illustration of the theological bias
in morality.
Should Mr. Stead's denial be verified
illustration

is

A. and B.

One or the other has committed a crime. A. swears
he did not. B. is present, but silent. But C. rises
and declares that he has "the highest authority" for

the religious bodies, which censured the Prince for

was shown while there was no

3027

Personally

make

I

incline to the belief that the Prince

but it is well enough for
be reminded that there are regions where there
no royal road to acquittal. In America the Prince

him
will

the disclosure

;

to

be judged like any other man, and nothing short

of his

own

declaration will prove his innocence of

if nothing worse.
But in
England Mr. Stead's asseveration will probably find
loyal acceptance, and the way be cleared for a con-

culpable thoughtlessness,

sideration of the alternatives which, with the Prince's
authority, he sets before the English nation.
of the

Prince

is,

virtually

The

"You compel me

:

plea

to a life

tedium by baccarat you
There is nothing uncon-

of idleness, and if I relieve
have no right to complain.

its

a private house.

stitutional in playing cards in

If

you want me to do something more serious give me
something serious to do."
This is the square answer Mr. Stead has received,
as spokesman for the Nonconformists, and their pious
horror of gambling.
The spokesman, feeling ail the
English fears of admitting a Prince or sovereign
political influence, suggests

two

which he may be employed.

fields of

One

is

to

activity in

that of the colo-

nies, the other that of the amelioration of the social

condition of the people.

He may

be placed

at the

commission for uniting the colonies more
closely to the mother country, and on the royal Labor
Commission, which deals with questions at issue between employer and employed." Mr. Stead states his
case with ability, and points out that in both of these
directions the Prince has expressed opinions and symhead

of a

pathies in

harmony with those

of the wisest English-

men. He quotes the Prince as having recently said,
^'The time has come when class can no longer stand
aloof from class, and that man does his duty best who
works most earnestly in bridging over the gulf between
different classes which it is the tendency of increased
wealth and increased civilisation to widen." The lat-

"
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ter clause is rather enigmatic,

the Prince contemplated a

and sounds a

new

the Prince will turn out

as

proper delicacy in thus declining to take part in the ceremonies,

if

well-known hospitality to the Chinese in this country, is
what the lawyers call an estoppel, a record that prevents us from

for our

departure in the dem-

However, there

ocratic direction.

little

either

is

no danger that

demagogue

a

The

only danger

may

play

lies in

mto

or a

only have you offended God," said an Eaton schoolmaster to some
boys he was flogging for stealing apples from his garden, "but
you have injured rae"; and this really appears to be the plea of

establishment of a prece-

the hands of

England

some future mon-

on the Prince of Wales is immediately followed
by one on "Cromwell and the Independents or, the
Founders of Modern Democracy." The sequence is
Cromwell was King Stork;
notable, if not purposed.
and though it was not a King Log he superseded, that
would be the case should another such dictator get
A strong and ambitious
the upper hand in England.
Prince with official power over a colonial commission,
and over a commission where he might make friends
with the mammon either of Labor or Capital, might
It would be
control England to a perilous extent.
line that

would

draw around such

English Constitution

is

is

rejected God's word, and

Kiang.

*

little

of a

" to

it

was

waste anything, or

;

I

man who gave

once knew a

less religion

there than he could get at any other church in town

same amount

of

money

;

and

I

;

tility

many

of soil, or too

the Chinese, but has not yet accepted the invitation.

There

is

a

I

'

'

seems that Nature herself can sometimes be a little inconand capricious for while it appears from the proceedings
of the "National Farmers' Congress," that the crop of corn for
making pork is " excessive," it also appears from the proceedings
of the " National Broom Makers' Congress " that the crop of corn
for making brooms is deficient.
The Broom Makers' Congress
was held in Chicago, and it was attended by representatives from
It

sistent

;

twenty-four of the leading broom factories of th? country, furnishing, indeed, nine-tenths of all the

brooms used

in the

United

appeared from the figures presented by the chairman,
that there is a shortage of 80,000 tons in the crop of broom corn
and owing to the shortage, the price had more than doubled, it

States.

It

;

had risen from $70
the price of

to $150. a ton,

brooms

in the price of

the cost of

seems to
be the intention of England and Germany to punish China for the
wrongs done to the Christian missionaries by the riotous heathen
there.
The United States has been invited to make a sort of
Dreibimd of it, and to take a hand in the pious duty of chastising

While

bushels of corn to the acre.

approve of grumbling as a healthy and useful exercise, I think it
National
is open to criticism when carried so far as it was by the
Farmers' Congress " in a resolution thanking the Secretary of Agriculture for his efforts in " creating new avenues of outlet for our
markets "overburdened by the excessive production of our fertile
and prolific country." This appeals to the charity of the world,
and all the nations will sympathise with suffering America, where
the farmers are overburdened with the excessive production of a
fertile and prolific soil.

vance

it

•

have known persons when
buying medicine, to beg of the druggist that he would give them
the smallest quantity that he conscientiously could for a dollar.
These, and similar instances, which will readily occur to us all,
prove that there may be too much of a good thing but I never
thought that we could have too much fine climate, too much ferfor the

TOPICS.

not peculiar to Christendom, and

as a reason for at-

tending the Unitarian church, and paying for his pew, that he got

The

in

making

it

necessary to increase

proportion, according to the decimal sys" every dollar a ton ad-

tem, which regulates the price of brooms

is

"in the face of

to

Yet there are times when abundance appears to

good thing.

be a burthen.

by which the happy result has been reached of sepa
rating artificial and hereditary lustre from the honor
gained by actual service. Were Gladstone Prime
Minister he would not obtain social precedence over
the stupidest lord.
In America an ignoramus, with
money and dishonesty enough to buy a seat in Congress, would have precedence over the ablest unofficial
man in the nation. Of the two absurdities that of
England is at any rate beneficial, in that political
honor can be gained only by ability and real services.
Should the fictitious lustres proceeding from the throne
be again mingled with political influence the English
republic, of which the crown is but a historic ornament, might relapse into the miserable corruptions of
a hundred years ago.
On the whole it would appear
an unsafe experiment to confide public duties to any
man merely because he was born to a certain social
position. The colonies, and the laborers, and the employers should have their interests and issues entrusted
Let the
to the most competent and trained men.
Princes enjoy themselves in their own way, and keep
up the ornamental part of the nation. Their best service is to draw off the decorated butterflies, and leave
the serious work of government to those who prefer
honors gained in the service of their country and of
mankind.

The hoodlum

flying

complain of plenty and it
short of blasphemy to say that we could have too much

providence

was

*

was taught when a boy that

I

the result of a long evolution

CURRENT

my

;

positions a rigid

restrain all political influence.

It

be the extension of trade to important centres on the Yang-tseKiang which are now closed." Thus the heralds of the gospel become the agents of commerce and thus the same guns can serve
both God and Mammon by defending the missionaries, and at the
same time opening to trade "important centres on the Yang-tse-

;

also to

"You have

a question of merchandise not missionaries.

This
appears very plainly in the English dispatches, which inform us
that "The Foreign Office here hopes that the ultimate result will

article

difficult

in this quarrel,

calico."

In Mr. Stead's August Review of Reviews the

arch.

"Not

resenting the wrongs inflicted upon Americans in China.

despot.

dent that

COURT.

broom

;

corn," said the chairman, "increases

brooms one cent a dozen, so that an advance o': $80. a
brooms 80 cents a dozen." It was then

ton increases the cost of

illogically resolved, in violation of the

decimal system, to raise the

brooms 50 cents a dozen although the cost of making
them had increased by 80 cents a dozen so that in a truly philanthropic spirit, the broom makers will patriotically continue for another year to make brooms at a loss.
price of

;

—

"
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At the recent election the Australian ballot was tried in Illinois for the first time. This importation from Australia may have
been lively enough in the country, but in Chicago it made the elec-

plan to revise the Presbyterian creed has divided the
church into three parties the conservatives, who advise merely a

tions extremely stupid

give

and

Besides,

dull.

abolished a very im

it

portant industry, the business of the ticket pedler,

who may now

The

;

new lock and
it a new

the radicals, who want to
and barrel and the Bourbons, who
lock musket is perfect as it is.
At the

stock for the old gun
lock,

;

stock,

maintain that the old

flint

;

be heard exclaiming, "Othello's occupation 's gone," an occupation which formerly gave employment to several thousand men, at

meeting of the Chicago presbytery, a great sensation was created
by the Rev. Dr. Stryker, the leader of the radicals, who, speaking

the liberal wages of five dollars a day for a day of eight hours.

of the " Confession of Faith," said, " If

Election day was a lonesome day for me, because the polling place
was desolate. In fact I had to inquire where it was, although I

tion let us

was not more than a few yards away from it whereas, heretofore,
I knew it a quarter of a mile away, by the mob in front of it, that
overflowed the sidewalk and made the air sulphurous with slang.
And when I did get there the proceedings were very insipid, for I
was not hustled by the hustler, nor slugged by the slugger, as in
the good old times. Neither was I required by a prizefighter with
a low brow and a high cheek to explain to him why I voted for
Horrigan and why I did not vote for Corrigan. It seemed so dismal not to be knocked down by a brass-knuckled patriot for having
" de wrong ticket," and not to be afterwards dragged off by the

We

;

policeman for "making a disturbance." So, also, I missed the
curbstone debating club where I formerly got so much information
about the tariff, coinage, banking, taxation, monopoly, and all the
other burning questions of the hour.
Not a drink nor a cigar was
offered me,

and unless a plan can be devised for

stuffing the ballot

boxes, or stealing them, the Australian system must be pronounced

And this is the opinion of many publicwho regard the law as a premium on dishonesty,
man buys a vote and pays for it there is no method

make

it

all

we are to make an alteraThe General Assembly wants
new one.

over again.

us to patch up the old creed, but they wont let us make a
want a less metaphysical and a more biblical creed."

He

also

accused some of the brethren there present of what he called
" Theological Bourbonism."
His proposal was defeated by 28 to
15,

the majority favoring,
"

fession

that

comes uppermost

survive

creed

its

?

Dr. Stryker

fits

the lock,

in reading the

And does

Does not the rejection

away

"A radical

recasting of our present con-

but not the substitution of a

;

new

debate

new

one.

is this,

make

faith

The thought
Can a church
new
a
church ?

of the old creed carry the

together a
stock,

not a

new

church with it ?
and barrel, and throws
Very well, but after

lock, stock,

and barrel of

old.

awhile some "Theological Bourbon" as Dr. Stryker calls him,

and barrel, and fits them together again.
Now, which of the two men has the genuine, orthodox, Presbytergun ? There are two professions, divinity and medicine, which
confess that for hundreds of years they have been wrong, and have
just got right at last.
M. M. Trumbull.
finds the old lock, stock,

ian

a failure in Chicago.

AGNES.

spirited citizens

because after a
of telling

whether he gets

it

or not.

TRANSLATION FROM IBSEN BY MARY MORGAN (gOWAN LEA.)
Agnes, my charming butterfly
Soaring in ether so clear,
A net I am weaving to catch thee in
And songs are the meshes, my dear.
:

Out of the furnace of debate comes the purification of docand the revision of creeds even Presbyterian creeds, which
formerly we thought were made of granite like the Alps. When
we revise our creed we confess its errors, and proclaim that we
trine,

;

" If

I

be a butterfly bright as gold

Flying through gardens

fair.

And you be a gallant handsome and gay,
You may hunt me, but must not ensnare
'

believe not as our fathers did, nor as

we

ourselves believed in our

younger days. To revise a creed is not a humiliation, but a virtuous achievement, and the man who has never done it is a consistent fool.
That the "Westminster Confession" should hold
authority as a creed for two hundred and fifty years, is a marvellous feat, when we consider the quantity of printing done in that
eventful time. When a ship is leaking at sea the captain is always
bewildered in deciding what part of the cargo he must throw over-

—

Agnes,

My

Why

my charming butterfly.
meshes encircle thee round.

flutter in vain,

my

In

"

"

Some

ought to go, while ethers believe that only that portion of it
should be abandoned for which there is no longer any market.
The Chicago presbytery appears to be of the latter opinion accord-

"only

its

in

new

declaration wherein

be a butterfly, delicate,

light,

to

net,

of the clergy think that all of

it

ing to

If I

?

!

hover o'er land and sea,
And you should entice me within your
My wings would you spare to me ?

;

?

sweet innocent thing

net thou shalt surely be found

Born

board and this appears to be the puzzle of the Presbyterian
church; "How much of the creed shall we throw overboard in
order to lighten the ship

"
!

it

advises a revision to be

the light of holy scripture as

made

now understood by

I'll

tenderly set thee upon

.\nd

welcome thee

my hand,
my heart.

Where freely, securely, henceforth thou
Nor ever from it depart.

the

church, and not limited by the views of any one man, or of an assembly held in peculiar conditions two hundred and fifty years

into

shalt play,
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are discarded by nearly

Memorials of John Daniel Morell, M.A., LL.D., Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools.
By Robert M. Theobald, M.A.,
M.R C.S. London W. Stewart & Co.

not a Calvinist.

memorial volume of the late John Daniel Morell is
elegantly got up and is a fitting tribute to the memory of a gentleman who is held in such high esteem by his friends and who has
done so much by the industry of a long life to leave a noble imThis
press on the thought and character of many of his nation.
last he did in his capacity as Her Majesty's inspector of schools,
well-known
works
in
philosophy
the former as an author of some
and pedagogics, the chief of which in philosophy are " An Historical and Critical View of the Speculative Philosophy of Europe in
the Nineteenth Century" and "The Philosophy of Religion."

which accepted interpretations of God's word many of which
all the Christian scholars of this day, and
were not approved by John Calvin himself. " Startling is the avowal
that for two hundred and fifty years the Presbyterian creed was
based upon erroneous interpretations of God's word but the most
wonderful part of the recantation is the claim that Calvin was not
a Calvinist, a vindication of that famous theologian, which coming
from a presbytery will go far to redeem his name. Last year,
during the "Little Red Schoolhouse" debate, a German scholar
People
asserted that Luther was not a Lutheran, and proved it.
will form a better opinion of Calvin when they learn that he was

ago,

;

:

This

little

"
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The memorial

sketch

written by Dr. Robert

is

M. Theobald

;

but

by other hands.
Excellent portraits of the subject of the sketch and of some of his
This volume will be supplied to
relatives accompany the book.
old friends of Dr. Morell, wishing to possess some such memento,
by applying to Mr. M. Theobald, 23 St. Swithin's Lane, London,

volume

the

also contains estimates of Dr. Morell

COURT.

young, grave and gay." The pamphlet contains forty-eight pages.
Mr. Wheeler gives reasons in the preface, for inserting some songs
which we think it will be the opinion of the majority of his readshould have been omitted. Still, it is really difficult to de28 Stonecutter Street, London, E. C.)
(R. Forder
all.

ers,

cide for

:

NOTES.

E. C.

Thomas Carlyle's Moral and Religious Development. A
Study By Ewald Fliigel. From the German, by Jessica GilNew York M. L. Holbrook & Co. 1891.
bert Tyler.

With

Moncure D. Conway's article concernWales, we have to say that we do not know of

reference to Mr.

ing the Prince of

:

:

The translatress has well performed her work in the rendering
from German into English of this little essay of Edward Flugel's.
one of the most interesting end appreciative estimates of Carwe have. Carlyle's attitude towards the great problems
of the mind and of religion are finely emphasised by appropriate
" A man's religion," says Carlyle, " is the chief fact
quotations.
with regard to him." And again, "The notion that each man
forms of the Universe is the all-regulating fact with regard to him."

It is

lyle that

"

Do you

" the notion

"our

why

ask

duties

misery abounds

we have formed
and

among

us

?

I

bid you look into

for ourselves of the Universe,

destinies there.

If

it is

a true notion,

and of

we

shall

" strenuously reduce it to practice, —for who dare and can contra"dict his faith, whatever it may be, in the Eternal Fact that is

"around him ? and thereby blessings and success will attend us in
"said Universe, or Eternal Fact we live amidst of that surely

any charge from any responsible person against the Prince for havIt is true, imputations were made, but
ing broken his promise.
no one is obliged to, and under ordinary circumstances no one
In the present case a
should, take notice of mere imputations.
violation of his promise on the part of the Prince is extremely
to keep the secret and
interest
his
own
it
was
to
improbable, as
to avoid

all

public slander.

There

that he inadvertently revealed

is

only a slight possibility
If the Prince is to

the secret.

be considered as free from the imputation of having broken his
word, this does by no means implicate any one of the other witnesses, for not in words but certainly in actions toward Cummings,
they could not help betraying the whole situation. We need not
even take into consideration the ears of the servants who waited

and whose quick perception will comprehend the slightest
made if it be interpreted by a certain de-

at table

allusion incidentally

meanor

A

of their masters.

secret of such a kind will always ooze

:

" there

is

"(and

this

"

no doubt."

The

thing a

man

does practically believe

often enough without asserting

is

it

even

to himself,

toothers); the thing a man does practically lay to
"heart, and know for certain, concerning his vital relations to
" this mysterious Universe, and his duty and destiny there, that is

"much

less

" in all cases the primary thing for him, and creatively determines
" all the rest. That is his religion ; and I say, if you tell me what
" that is, you tell me to a I'ery great extent what the man is, what
" the kind of things he will do is.
Of a man or a nation we in

"quire, therefore, first of all, What religion they had? .... An" swering of this question is giving us the soul of the history of
" the man or nation. The thoughts they had were the parents of
their feelings were parents of their thoughts:
was the unseen and spiritual in them that determined the out" ward and actual;
their religion, as I say, was the great fact

'

'

"

the actions they did

—

" about them."

few (unimportant) misprints occur

in the book.

:

The following are the titles of the sermons and discourses of
new volume (of 291 pages) by Mr. Blake: "Peace"; "Au-

thority";

"The

;

following are the

new

officers of the

American Secular

President, the Hon. C. B. Waite, Chicago

Mattie Freeman, Chicago

;

;

Secretary, Mrs.

Treasurer, M. Reiman, Chicago

;

John F. Geeting, Dr. J. H. Greer, E. N. Geer,
Chicago, and W. S. Andrews, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Presidents,

Vice

all

of
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$1.00 FOR SIX MONTHS.
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:
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$2.00

Happiness from Thoughts, and Other Sermons. By James
Chicago Charles H. Kerr & Co., 1891.
Vila Blake.

this

The
Union

;

it

A

out.

Earth's Friendliness"; "Forgiveness";

Man"; "Burden Bearing";

N. B. Binding Cases for single yearly volumes of
be supplied on order. Price 75 cents eacb.

All

communications should be addressed

"Free-

in Religion";

dertone of Life"; "Losses"; " Religion and the Bible ";" Happiness from Thoughts " " Perhaps.

(Nixon Building,
P. O.

DRAWER
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The Open Court

will

to

l-HE O^EOiT

"The Natural
"A Happy New Year"; "The Un-

dom, Fellowship, and Character

.

COTTIEll',

La

Salle Street,)

CHICAGO, ILL.

F.

;

They are characterised by the practical sense and beauty of
presentation which has always distinguished Mr. Blake's homiletic
efforts.

Freethought Readings and Secular Songs.

"I have undertaken

Wheeler.

the

hope

that

it

may

this

Compiled by J. M.

work," says the author, "in

help to supply a need frequently expressed

connection with the meetings of Secular Societies, as well as to
offer to the general reader some popular and musical expression
in

of

Freethought views.

.

.

.

My

compilation

will, I think,

be found

some of the choicest productions of the Freethought
muse. But it makes no claim to represent these and these only.
... I have sought to represent many moods of many minds and to
provide for a diversity of palates something for both old and
to include

;
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